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Inaurgency in Northeast India ia expected to
be useful to all those who are involved in the
peace processes in Northeast India because a
problem of its magnitude cannot be solved
without understanding the root causee. The
book brings into focus that there is nothing like
a north-eastern insurgency end that there are
several autonomous or isolated insurgencies,
militancies and other movements in different
parts and ethnic areas of the region which have
created an atmosphere of turmoil or an
insurgent situation for the entire region. The
roots of the problem vary from secessionism to
demands for state or sub-state within India, or
regional autonomy for ethnic areas within the
states, or protection of ethnic and cultural
identities. The economic and infrastructural
backwardness, unemployment and lack of
opportunities seemed to be common causes in
almost all cases. The single common cause that
is emphasized most is the indifferent attitude of
the central government which failed to tackle
the problem of insurgency at its initial stage and
allowed the dominant majority to threaten the
cultural identity of the ethnic and linguistic
minorities, and is responsible for economic and
infrastructural backwardness of the region,
unemployment and lack ofopportunities,
frustration and disappointment of the youths, a
sense of deprivation in the masses, ethnic
discrimination, insecurity and threatened
identity among the minorities, and many other
related problems.The study recommends that
each insurgency or militancy or movement
should be taken up separately and its root
causes identified to uproot those and to dawn
peacein the region.
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PREFACE

The peoples in the north-eastern states of India are living in a
state of turmoil caused by insurgency, militancyand movements
of different types in various parts of the region for almosthalf
a century. The civil society, which silendy suffered the turmoil
for a long time for various reasons, is now increasingly getting
vocal in demanding that the state of turmoil must end and
peacemust dawnin the region. In some cases the well-meaning
individuals and organizadons volunteered to initiate dialogue
with the activists for peaceful setdements of the outstanding
problems. The emer^gscenario demands that theintellectuaU
of the region should continue to contribute their share to the
peace processes academically as a social responsibility.
However, the success of the peace efforts would depend on a
clear understanding of therootcauses of theturmoil. Needless
to say, these causes are expected to be identified accurately
and impartially only by the academia. This publication is an
effort in this direction.

The book emerges froma brainstorming session on Hoots
of Insurgency in Northeast India', organized by the Shillong
Centre of the Institute of Northeast India Studies, in
collaboration with the Women's College, Shillong, on 26'''
August 2006. The session was planned in two parts, viz.
presentations and interactions. The forenoon was devoted to
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Before wc proceed to address the key issues, it may be
necessary to clarify that we are aware that 'insurgency',
'militancy', 'secessionism', 'terrorism*,'cross-border terrorism'

- each of these terms have different connotations, definitions

and meanings, but forour purpose herewecantakethem as one
in so far as the basic features and the social consequences

remain the same, viz. causing violence, threat of violence and
a sense of insecurity in the minds of the citizens. Secondly, we
are also aware that there is nothing like one insurgency in the
Northeast. In fact, different groups and outfits are working in
different states, or more precisely, in different ethnic and
linguistic areaswithinthesamestateor inmorethanoneadjoining

states, with different agenda or mission, and without any
common organizational frame or connectivity between
themselves. The causes of insurgency or turmoil in different
areas within the region are different and in many cases, the

groups clashed with each other on the ground of conflicting
objectivesand interests.Themethods and channelsof operation
are also different for different groups. More importantly, each

outfit is autonomous, and fighting its own cause. Yet, we

preferred to call it 'Insurgency in Northeast India' because all
these 'insurgencies' and'militancies' have created an 'insurgent
situation' for the entire region with common fall-out and
ramificatioos forthecommonpeopleoftheregion.The fictitious
and self-seeking groups are only taking advantage of the
pre\^iling situation of lawlessness. The ground reality is that
everythingin theNortheasttodaygoesin thenameof insurgency.
In short,we'are using.'insurgency' in a collective singular sense
and referring to the prevailing situation that is affronting the
peace-loving masses.
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^OtsofInsurgency inNortheast India

Xc2: ^—---y
addressed to

in Northeast India
pubUcations. Recently 'co fl"

~r.r^
niethods. wWch raneedT" J°
insurgency and uniLd
signing the accords and approaches ofthe causes ofthe problem. It may not be"'̂ ' identifying
efforts are somethinglike treatincrth tosay that thesethe decease. In our opinion, to diagnosing
the causes or roots of the problem T̂ problem.
Therefore, today we are conce ^ identified first.
Insurgency in Northeast India."

In any effort to spot the roots of i
necessary to begin with the hi '"'"^S^ncy, it may be
anthropj^,,,,^^^ of 8-graphical and

'"^tirgency itseir^^""^ historical
the North-Eastem 7

if't was indeed ph ^
'dy state and polit!fo'"^"'̂ "
generally go bev ^ ^"^®hon processes

indaries, and in cas^s P°8taphicalthe ethnic divi " happened,
•ost cases, the polities wemT

ibal formations. The spoken t
P'''"i^"guages(n,ostly

Keynote 7

dialects) were too many and the absence of link languages,
beyond the immediate borders, was deterrent to larger social
and economic relationships. The interactions were limited to
contiguous areas and around the markets; the villages and
communities playing the role of tradebuffer in respect of those
beyond them. The raids and ambushes, head-hunting, inter-
clannish feuds, inter-.and intratribal warfareinvolvingvarious
forms of violence compelled, the tribes and communities to
maintain distance from each other, while the Mughal invasions

in the mediaeval period, and thereafter the Burmese and the
British interventions in century, created almost an
universal psyche that was prone to easily accepting the existence

of so many powerful enemies beyond the region. A sense of
exclusiveness and mutual distrust, particularly about the
outsiders, might be the result of historical experience of
immigration, exploitation and deprivation in the past. It may
also be interesting to examine whether the traditions like head

hunting involving raids, surprise and ambuscades, or human
sacrifices in some of the temples, are in some way linked to the

cruelty perpetrated in some of the extremists' onslaughts.

The British colonialization, which had in fact for the first

time in history integrated the Northeast in a single political
systemih the subcontinent, namely, the British Indian colonial
state, further promoted and legitimized the isolationwitliin the
regionbyits segregatingpolicies that createdblocksandbarriers,
particularly in the hill region, and infused a hills-plains divide.
On the other hand, the early British expansionist endeavours
found stiff resistance from the hilltribes and the sporadic armed

revolts continued in some areas, in some form or other, from

titn^ to time, till the end of the British rule. These revolts may
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Roots ofInsurgency in NortJieast India

be good enough e=uunples to suggest that the hill people could
reconcile with the loss of their independence to the alien

Bnnsh rulers Nonetheless, the historic Indian national

areas°0™'h° impact in the hill
II the contrary, the demand for independence of theto poups could he heard in some areas at the dme of the

toer the Inslrerir

1874, 1905 ttnd Assam (1826,
tension and sodal conflicts^ ?"^ated conditions for social
the Ahom Kingdom or the A ^P^^^-'̂ olomal phase. When
1826 it was maZ an
Commissioner within division under ahiU areas were taken over in ins^r!ll ^ neighbouring
Assam Division^excent the C
the CoochJIIlef> -hich was included in
whtci.J^K'r'Lushai (Mao) Hills,
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1905Bengalwas partitioned again and aprovincecalled 'Eastern
Bengal and Assam' was created with Dhaka (Dacca) as the
headquarters. This new province included the erstwhile Chief
Commissioner's province ofAssam and the eastern districts of
Bengal. TheAssamese and the tribal communities formed small
minorities in this large Bengalidominated province. This period
also saw the large-scale immigration ofMuslim peasants &om
Eastern Bengal into the Brahmaputra Valley at official
encouragement and patronage, and the process, called
'colonization scheme', continued even after the partition was
annulled in 1911 and Assam reverted to its earlier size and
status asaChief Commissioner's province. This 'British Assam'
still included the hill areas (Khasi-Jaintia, Garo, North Cachar
orDimasa, Karbi orMikir, Naga and Mizo orLushai hills) and
three traditional Bengali districts (Cachar, Sylhet and Goalpara).
As a mater of fact, by creating a multi-ethnic and multilingual
province in which the traditional Assamese area and the
Assamese population formed onlyaminority,andyet by naming
it 'Assam', the British colonialists planted the seeds of future
discord, andthis may beseen asanimportant rootofinsurgency
in the post-colonial period.

After the independence of India in1947, the 'assimilation'
policy of the Government of Assam to make Assamese the
official language saw the alienation of the non-Assamese
population and large-scale violence in the Brahmaputra Valley
in1960-61. Thisalsowitnessed the begbning of themovement
for hill states which ultimately resulted in the reorganizations
ofAssam. The process does not seem to be over as the demands
for more states are continuing.TheGovernmentof Indiaproved
itself always very slow in responding to the problems ofthe
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and to defenrS^ themselves
group that enjoyed th^, r, against the dominant
be wrong to sav that' authority. Itmay not
loss of ethnic lineui^ domination and

to resistance

On the otherhand thel
indigenous population' whirh^^ ofanon-local or non-
- sharing resources and domiciled,

democratic poUty, was anothrrhrilnt ^instances of riots andvioV. • "i several

and the mteUectuals squarely holdinl 1 ^^^ion,
or the Indian state responsible for thf ^ government
of the region in 1960s and 70s .1 backwardness
surcharging the public opinion. ^
under-employed youths were most """^ployed and
suffered toon and d.sappoi„toe„,''Tlf
witnesse^^^gencesofy^^. • / and 70s

. '̂'" '̂'''gional politicall^-nal poUdcal parties

SpPie'/sons
A battle
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SOs, though
Iwith mutual

•S' T Assam,

M, but the,one of
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the movement created a sense of insecurity in the minds of
genuine citizens who are from other regions of the country,
particularly the Bengalis who are either indigenous inparts of
this region ordomiciled for two tothree generations. InTripura,
the cry against the alarming growth of non-tribal population
culminated in theh^ndai massacre, emergence of radical tribal
political groups, and ultimately, the armed militancy. The
economic grievances were voiced in various forms during this
period, particularly inAssam, Meghalaya, Manipur andTripura.
The oil blockade in Assam is an example. The accords,which
were signed during the course of the movements and after,
contained specific provisions for economic development, but
most of those promises remained unfulfilled. The Bodoland
Movement in Lower and Central Assam and the ASDC

Movement in Karbi Anglong-North Cachar Hills gained
momentum during the Assam Movement.

To put in a historical sequence, the insurgency in the
Northeast first surfaced in the Naga Hills in 1950s, followed
by the Mizo Hills (60s) and Manipur (early-70s), with
secessionist agendas. The militant outfits emerged in Assam,
Tripura and Meghalaya during the years of the Assam
Movement (late-70s & early-80s) and the number of outfits
increased in the later years (1980s & 90s). The United
Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA) and the Tripura National
Volunteers (TNV) became major players in the Brahmaputra
Valley of Assam and Tripura respectively. The Hynniewtrep
National Liberation Council (HNLQ and the Achik National
Volunteers Council (AN '̂̂ C) are active in the Khasi-Jaintia
and the Garo hills se^ents respectively of Meghalaya. The
insurgents' presence is heard from Arunachal Pradesh as well.
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the insurgent

breaking away number increased by
new outfits. In Trin. ^ groups and the emergence of
tribes in the state and •' ""^iber is as large as that of the

break-away erou^ Tripuri group also there
showed the way, but tod Assam, the ULFAother militants. Some trib^ Karbi, Dimasa, Bodo and
in the Karbi and Bodo inbak-^^j outfits are worldng
PHD) is active in the NorthV Halam Daoga
been extending their on . ^ drills and its cadres have
neighbouring Barak Valley'̂ "^
compHcated by the muItipW ^
ethnic areas through division,
splinters indulging in tnutu^ ^original groups and the
internecine warfare. Arecent and
®™Jjjj||g of new outfits in th ^ ^^^port informed the
"^^^T^^bi Longri NqrT-., ° districts of Assam,

of the DHU
le bordetine ^Black Window is

^°^^°^niedthatan^^ Barak Valley-J^Btmocrzdc Ubetaiion called
l^g in the Barak VaUey dist bas started

^ilakandL of Karimganj and
kidnapfiii^M®ldidi3 «least four

rural areas in rk ^ '̂̂ Bers and
^ lid public attend*"; The
ht farmers fi:om avillage und J "

"KatUcherra block

Keynote 13

in HaUakandi district. The captives could be freed after eight
days when the CRPF and the Assam Armed Police Battalion
launched an extensive raid in the jungles of Kadicherra block
"onthe Assam-Mizoram border.The report says that the UDLA
is bemg led bya Reang duo (S Moni andManaraj Reang,
30 and 28 respectively) and this small group comprises ofonly
30 members and possesses some SLRs and only one AK-47
assault rifle. The same report statedthatanothermilitant group,
called the United Liberation Front of Barak Valley has recently

started operatingin the Karimganj district. Led by onePApeto,
this group draws its cadres from the Reangs and the Bengali
Muslims. These twooutfits came up when the powerful Barak
Valley Youth Liberation Force, led by Parameshwar Reang,
was fighting a losing battle against the paramilitary forces and
was rocked by internecine quarrels amongst its own cadres.
The Barak Valley is otherwise a peaceful area. Only some
extortionist outfits, particularly those belongmg to the Reang
tribe, have been occasionally involved in kidnapping officials
and businessmen to earn ransom. Several cases of abductions

of the tea garden officials and businessmen in the Lakhipur
area of Cachar districtwere reported in past few years. The
leaders and cadres of the outfits operating the Barak Valley
are generally from the neighbouring areas, besides a small
number ofReang villages in the remote part of the Hailakandi
district. In fact, the Barak Valley scenario is an important
example of how the rpVriinal gangs are taking advantage of
the prevailing insurgent situation in other parts of the region
for the purpose of robbery and dacoity and to what levels the
high ideals of insurgency or militancy can degenerate. The
presence of the extortionist outfits, which use the militant
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es and collect ransom by using militants' method, is heard

evroTti ^ ^ of f^ot, the
insuro forms is resorted to even by the genuinelymsurgent and mihtant groups, who have been collecting funds

We • -d by 4osing" - oommon people to Hnance their actl.ntie.
should not"e^tI^Ted°^ ^ insurgent activities, which
miHtants. Since the nrnbl ^^"^^^^-tiorder movements of the
-tne unfriendl Hills in 1950s
the militants food alfIT"®and training, which enco^ and even arms
activities in the Promoted the insurgent
the Northeast militanTin of training camps for
Pakistan (now, Bangladeshi . (Myanmar), East
media almost since the h •"• poured in through
mgion. The militants are al!fT"® insurgency in the
^ported weapons in various sophisticated
facts clearly reflect on the encounters. These
»cy or miUtancv rTlT countries in

of these countries whr. india. It is possible that
"f directly border the Nn«-T m̂imediate neighbours^P°n«ble for insdga ^^g^on, were actually •

^stthenew-bornlndiansT f groups to riseJesses and economic dev 1 nation-building
py^g of the fact there can be

f ethnic groups grew which began with
p, ^^cnngmoreandmoregrTr ? over the years byfor such along time m^TT''continue
external root' of insurgency ^"pport. This
onethdess, this dimension of ®^tious consideration,

w wi t ^articulation ofa'g ^ Problem does not augur
neighbourly' foreign policy

Keynote 15

of the Indian state. This is in deed very disappointing when
we recall the dream of 'a comity of nations' and 'peaceful
coexistence* of our national leaders on the eve of India's

independence (Tagore's 'global village' and Nehru's "panch-
sheel, are examples). A section of the leaders even talked of a
justdeal to the neighbours and the SouthAsian solidarity. One
of them, Saiat Chandra Bose went to the extent of proposing
a 'United State of South Asia" (USSA) with complete
autonomy and internal freedom for the federating units as a
new model of federations. Nehru's slogan was "Hindi-Chini
BhaiBhaf. The ground reality is that Pakistan was born as a
'hostileneighbour'withan eyeon Kashmir, while the McMahon
Line was an irritation for China. The Nehruvian era could not

sort out the outstandingissueswith China and Pakistan. China
invaded India in 1962, while the year 1965 is remembered for
the Indo-Pak War. These dates are alsoimportant in the history
of insurgencies in Naga Hills, Mizo Hills and Manipur. The
unfriendlyneighbours,it seems,had been successful thereafter
in pushing the border wars into India's own soil to be fought
with its own people. Despite India's help for liberation of
Bangladesh, the ULFA and many other outfits had no problem
in gettingshelter and running training camps in that erstwhile
easternwingof Pakistan. The camps sproutedin Bhutanalso,
and the militants had to be flashed out in an Indo-Bhutanese

joint operation only three years ago. All these provide a sad
profile of India's foreign policy, particularly towards the
neighbouring countries, and this failure may also be attributed
as a factor for the riseandgrowth ofinsurgency or cross-border
terrorism in Northeast India which has a more than four

thousand two hundred kilometers of porous international
border and is linked with the rest of the country by the less
than twenty-five kilometers 'Siliguri neck'.

•5^
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Roots ofInsurgency in Northeast India

themes ofhousehold discussions. The elders reminded the new
^nerarion thatduring theChineseinvasionin1962how the then
Prime Minister,Jawaharlal Nehru, on arumour that the Chinese
had reached Tezpur, had exclaimed, "My heart goes for the
peopleofAssam". This and severalother similar anecdotes went
round the press, platform and popular gossips in the buses,
stteets, tea-stalls anddrawingrooms to bringhome the point that
4c Government of India had 'no love losf for Assam or the
Northeast. No rvonder, the instngents in early stages enjoyed
s cnt support and sympathy from the respective communities,

were looked upon as heroes, patriots and tness.ahs, who

L j , . ^•^P°'̂ ^ofthecentralgovernment
accords wiZhl vario!^
development and solutions ofthe v®*™/'
4eybegangenerouslytopt::^L::;t°'''r""''"ii^ packages for the economic devel^r ''f

fern Statue government asked all ft'" ° f'
?pendj^^^.oftheirbudgetontrN T:ouncil(NEq and??and Hnally, createdaseparate

Of the North-Eastern Region

a 'O'iuectly. Besidesecision to prove genuine
'̂ ^^signalto theinsurgents

the central government,
'̂ "'̂ '̂ dsomeoftheethnic
' "isurgents' way so far now

^h-oftheUberalfa^^gg^^^

fsm
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insurgents (no matter, fake or genuine) began to surrender in
groups, and thestate governments were justified inasking funds
separately for the rehabilitation of the 'surrendered militants'.
One is not sure, whether the funds received for containing
miUtancy are not utilized for other purposes. A condition was
thus created forapolitician-militantnexus togrowfor endurance
of theflow of funds. Many in theregion do believe thathadthe
Government ofIndia given due attention to the development
of the region since independence of the country, and enforced
accountabilityandensuredproperurilizationoffunds, the region
would not have beentaken overbytheinsurgents and militants
for such a long time.

It must, however, be appreciated that in one area, despite
the 'negjigence' or 'indifference' of the authority that be, the
Northeast made^ spectacular strides, and that is, education,
including higher and technical education. Some good schools
and colleges were established in this region during the British
period, particularly by theChristian missionaries, and the first
university, namely, the Gauhati University, was established in
1948.Alarge number ofschools andcolleges, and also few more
universities, have come up since then. Today, there are as many
as twelve universities, including two agricultural universities,
besides the Deemed universities like NIT at Silchar, IIT at
Guwahati and NERIST at Itanagar. There are at least four
engineering colleges, five medical colleges and three colleges of
nursinginthepublicsector.Themediumofinstructionsgenerally
continued tobeEnglish; inthehill areas itis only English. There
are about five hundred general degree and junior colleges, most
ofwhich were established through privateinitiative. The literacy
rateishigherthanthenationalaverage.Thiscouldbeanadvantage
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of the region over the others. However, the Assam Movement
in the Brahmaputra Valley and the associated or parallel
movementsinotherpartsofAssamandtheregion forsometimes
affected the academic life in 1970s and early 80s. Nevertheless,
the things returned to normalcy within few years. The campus
unrest is in deed very rare in this region.

A spectacular weakness in the field of education, however,
\ras the fact that the courses offered in various streams were

generally tradidonal or conventionalin nature and no serious
attempt was made till 1990s for introduction of professional
and vocational courses or to establish industry-university tie-
ups for the employment of the products. The things have
improved to some extent in the recent years with the
introduction of professional course in some of the universities
in the region and establishment of some private professional
institutes and private medical and engineering colleges. Some

of these private institutions are affiliated to universities in the
region,while others are running the courses and programmes
on behalf of institutes and universities elsewhere and some

areworkingeven through the distancemode.The publicsector
professional institutes are also coming up gradually, and the
establishment of the North-Eastern Indira Gandhi Regional
Institute of Health and Medical Sciences (NEIGRIHMS), an
Indian Institute of Management (IIM) and Institute of Food

and Nutrition and Catering Technology (IFNCI^ at Shillong
arevery goodexamples of the new dispensation. Nevertheless,
the industry-institute linkages for employment remains a distant
dream as such industries are still rare in the Northeast.

Unfortunately, the progress of education', which could
decidedly be an advantage of the region, provedto be a serious
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cause of growing unemployment problem, and it became one
of themajor factors which promoted insurgency in there^on.
The universities and other institutions went on producing
thousands of graduates in various streams every year, but the
state and the society failed to employ them. The employment
opportunity for the white color job seekers in the region was
limited to the government service and teaching in private or
public educational institutions only. Within few years of
independence the scope in this sector also became dry, as the
governments in the states and the central organizations could
not create new jobs after a point and eventually imposed a
virtual ban on recruitments, and eventually, even ordered
withdrawal of the vacant posts. The public sector inthis region
has always been very small, and the private sector worth the
name hardly exists. That the industries did not grow in the
region was the main reason for the lack of job opportunities.
By 1960s the unemployment had already become a serious
problem in the Northeast, and in spite of rhig resounding
unemployment problem, in theyears after1970, more colleges
and universities were established. In fact, the 1960s and 70s

witnessed amushrooming ofschools and colleges in the region.
The result was that every year several thousands of youths

educated jobless category. The youths
and disappointments and they were

is a well known fact that this educated

the^ks of the militants in 1970s

in"new areas, including
of extortions only. The

ty but also fetched

technical education
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which faUs to ensure job is meaningless. The frustration
percolated downwards; the drop-outs increased in coUeges and
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the Assam Official Language Act (1960) sought to make
Assamese theonlyofficial language of thestate. The policy was
opposed by the non-Assamese, pardcularly the Bengalis who
constituted the second largest linguistic group in the state and
more than eighty-five percent of the total population in the
Barak Valley. TheAll-Assam Non-Assamese Convention, held
inSilcharinJuly 1960, was attended by the important hill leaders
from Khasi, Garo andTvIizo hills and some plains triballeaders
from the Brahmaputra Valley. In the meantime, the language
riots were reported from many areas in theBrahmaputra Valley.
The amendment of the Act, at the intervention of the central
government ('Shastri Formula' authored by the then Union
Home Minister Lai Bahadur Shastri) to make provision for
Bengali in the Barak Valley and English in the hill districts, did
notfully satisfythehillleaders,whowantedalongtermguarantee
to their ethnic identitywhich they realized would notbefeasible
within the state of Assam in the context of 'assimilation'

(Assamese-ization ?) policy of Its leaders. The Eastern India
Tribal Union (EITU) championed the question of rights and
interests of the tribals, while the All Party Hill Leaders
Conference (APHLC) came into existence to fight for a hill
state. In course of time, the hill state movements succeededin
the creation of Meghalaya and Mizoram by way of
reorganization ofAssam. The lin^stic minorities still suffered
a sense of insecurity in Assam. The polarization was more
clearly manifested m 1972 when Assamese was sought to be
made the only medium of instructions in the universities in
Assam. Some Bodo, Dimasa andBengali leaders tookinitiative
informing theLinguistic Minorities Rights Committee (LMRC),
and they were joined by leaders ofanumber oflinguistic groups
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Brahm ® for the plains tribals in the
pliyT —tually culminated in the
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Nagaland, the Tuensang area (a Naga inhabited area) of the
North-East Frontier Agency (NEFA, now called Arunachal
Pradesh) was transferred toNagaland. However, theNaga areas
of Manipur remained in that state. TheNaga insur^ncy took
up the cause of all Nagas and the cadres were from all Naga
areas, including those in Manipur. The Mizo insurgency
championed the cause of the Mizos, and the non-Mizos had no
place in theMizo National Front (MNF). Similarly, insurgency
in Manipur took up the cause of liberation of the Meiteis.
Although thesplinter groups emerged in later years, theMeitei
characterof themovementdid no tchange.TheTiipura National
Volunteers (TNV) iniriaUy took up the cause of all tribes in
Tripura, but ultimately it concerned itself to theTripuris (Deb
Barmans) only when theoutfits gradually emerged from other
tribes. The ULFA possibly included some Ahoms and plains
tribals, but it is basically Assamese and limited to the cause of
theBrahmaputra Valley alone. There ate Bodo, Karbi, Dimasa,
Btu andvarious other outfitswho championed the interests of
their respective ethnic groups only. The Khasi-Jaintias and the
Gates participated unitedly in the APHLC Movement for the
creation of Meghalaya, but the ethnic division - complaints of
domination and deprivation - surfaced before long. Today,
Hynniewtrep National liberation Council (HNLC) isa Khasi-
Jaintia outfit, while Achik NationalVolimteer Council (ANVC)
isaGaro outfit.There is nothinglikea north-easterninsui^ency;
the insurgents have never formed even a common front or
raised acommon demand fortheregion. Eachgroup isfighting
thecause of its ownethnic group. All these facts are related to
the ethnic questions in the Northeast - domination of one
group over the other and the fear of deprivation and loss of
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PRESENTATION

—Binayak Dutta

The recent decadesin the history ofNortheast India havebeen
gripped by one determining political phenomenon —i.e.
insurgency. What comes at the fore of our deliberation today,
to mymind,is: whatis insurgency? Is insurgency an expression
of suppressed voices ?Or,isinsurgency amovement or protest
against the statefornon-fialfillment ofalongpendingdemand?
Or, is it a movement against the Indian state to carve out an
independentcountry?It may be importantto underline in this
context that the standard definitions of insurgency have tried

to describe it as an armed insurrection or uprising against an
establishedcivilauthority,while thepersons engagingthemselves
in insurgency are called the 'insurgents'.

There is no doubt that the term 'insurgency' has come to
symbolize a state of lawlessness and armed revolt against the
state. The importantelement associated with the phenomenon
is the fact thatneither are theinsurgents' organizations granted
any formal recognitionwithin the state structure, nor are their
means ofexpressionofdissent recognizedaslegalandlegitimate.
On the other hand, the insurgent bodies also do not recognize
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32 Roots of Insurgency in Northeast India

the state as in any way a lawfully constituted body; and hence,
they have no hesitation in denying its legitimacy. Therefore, the
entire process of an interaction between the two bodies is
represented by mutual antagonism, or mutual violence. The
moot point in this discourse is the question of'legitimacy' and
'illegitimacy' oftheir mutually exclusive existence in the fabric
of polity, except the occasional violent contacts and
confrontations. Buttodayin thecontemporaryworld, insurgency
has come to afflict almost every cornet of the globe as an
expression ofdissent and protest. While in the context ofthe
world scenario today the insurgency has come to becomealmost
synonymous with any kind ofaprotest against the American-
ledmultinational forces hegemony, in theIndian context it has
become synonymous with any kind ofanassertionofany ethnic
group or tribe or community to register its demands orto make
its voices heard and the counter-measures by the state to put
down suchvoices. Andin Northeast India, the peopleare living
^th insurgency for almost half acentury. The ground reality in
this region is that the strengths and assertions ofinsurgency are
as varied as the targets of the insurgents themselves are. The
ethnic groups are too many in this region, so is the number of
the insurgent bodies. The conflicts s^ted here mthe form of
domination of the smaller by the larger groups, and the small
groups' asserting their ethnic identities and demanding the
protection of such identities. The established form of polity,
namely, the democracy rras not considered as sufficient for
such protection, as the smaller groups had lesser or no
representationin the constitutionalauthorities who could decide
on the basis of a majority.

Presentatio7i-I
33

Another important element that comes to focus about
insurgency is the use of terror as the dominant mode o
assertions orthe dominant means ofits existence. Hence, most
of the insingent groups have come out to negate the dist^lve
mode of poiirical setdement, or at least, to openly emp asize
the futility of this method. The methods of the insurgenB are
therefore, at direct variance with the philosophy of any kmd of
the Uberal democraric polidcal order, though their dei^ds
had often been to carve outaspace for th^selves in tehberd
capitalistworld order. Peace, which is the fundamental bedroA
pf the libend capitalist socio-poBdcal system, Bwhat is »ught
to be disrupted by the insurgents. In this sense, the role that the
insurgents play is that of offering not only amtlque of the
IK I ,Tynrld occasions a chaUenge to itsbberal world
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the state as in any way alawfully constituted body; and hence,
they have no hesitation in denying its legitiinacy. Therefore, the
entire process of an interaction between the two bodies is
represented by mutual antagonism, or mutual violence. The
moot point in this discourse is the question of legitdmacy' and
illegitimacy of their mutually exclusive existence in the fabric
of polity, except the occasional violent contacts and

conftontatioos.Buttodayinthecontemporaryworld, insurgencyhas come to afflict almost every corner of the globe as an
expression of dissent and protest. While in the context ofthe
woridscenariotodaytheinsurgencyhascometobecomealmost
synonymous with any kind of aprotest against the American-
led multinational forces hegemony, in the Indian context it has
becomesynonymous with anykindofanassertionofany ethnicfcup or tnbe or community to register its demands or to make
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Another important element that comes to focus about
insurgency is the use of terror as the dominant mode of its
assertions or the dominant means of its existence. Hence, most

.of theinsurgent groups have come out tonegate thediscursive
mode of political settlement, or at least, to openly emphasixe
the futility of this method. The methods of theinsurgents are,
therefore, at directvariance with the philosophy of any kind of
the liberal democratic political order, though their demands
hadoften beento carve out aspace forthemselves in theliberal
capitalist world order. Peace,whichisthe fundamental bedrock
pf theliberal capitalist socio-political system, is what is sought
tobe disrupted by the insurgents. Inthis sense, the role that the
insurgents play is that of offering not only a critique of the
liberal world order but in most occasions a challenge to its
existence and the norms that it seeks to uphold. The mode of
terror adopted by the insurgents, therefore, seeks to produce
widespread fear in the minds of the people who ate ordinary
residents of the liberal democratic space andwhoparticipate in
the state through the process of voting only. Hence expressions
of popular will, or mandate, or support, are opposed by the
insurgents as this is opposed to their existence and often are
used to justify their unjustifiability. In this context, the efforts
to observe certain days as special to the state are seen as an
anathemato theirexistence and ideology. Someof the insurgent
groups in the Northeast, therefore, for the past few years have
been issuing calls for boycotting the'Independence Day' (15
August) and the 'Republic Day' (26* January) celebrations,
whichace sosacrosanct to the IndianStateandtheConstitution
of India. The insurgents' position here is perhaps that the
participation in such celebrations would tantamount to the
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acceptance of the authority of the Indian State and the
submission to its Constitution.

Insurgency, therefore, can be variously classified on the
basis of their influence, organi2ation, means of expression,
ideology, and their structure. While in some cases ideology
emerges as the most determining factor for the establishment
of the insurgent body, in many other cases the area of their
actual operation could also determine the nature of their
demands and hence, their identity. It is a well known fact that
in Northeast India all insurgent (or militant) groups are not
necessarily anti-Indian or asking for sovereign states for
themselves, as some them are the products of ethnic conflicts
and wantedto protect the tightsand interests of theirrespective
communities. The time lost by the authority in responding to
their demands, in some cases, might have effected change in
their position.

Anotherveryimportantelement of insurgency embedded
in theiranti-statecharacter is the support that these insurgents
receive from various organizations, and other external
governments,which also shape the organizationoftheinsurgent
bodies. A classical case in point is themovement in the state of
Jammu and Kashmir. Another problem that is evident in this
entire discourse is the dilemma between the domains of claims

andcounter-claims of legitimacy of ideology andaction of the
stateand theinsurgents as the anti-state. The causes or toots of
insurgency therefore can be traced to a variety of impetus.
While some would claim ideological divergence with the
dominant political philosophy of the state as evident in the
conflict between theIslamic insurgents of Iraqand theWestern

^esentation-}

ILiberal Government there, the others would merely look at
Iinsurgency from the stand point ofprotest being registered

;; this second form, the insurgents have been pushed into this
situation by the muted response of the state and its organ
'the vanous demands raised by the society and poU^ tlut these
insurgents stand to represent from time to time. e a
some of the insurgent groups in the Northeast do enjoy esupport from the neighboutingcountries have been beyond
'doubt, while there are also some instances of ea .^
itaking initiative for dialogues and negotiated settlements widun
ithe framework of the Consritunon of India.
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Liberal Government there, the others would merely look at
insurgency from the stand point ofprotest being registered. In
this second form, the insurgents have been pushed into this
situation by the muted response of the state and its organs to
the various demands raisedby the societyand polity that these
insurgents stand to represent from time to time. The fact that
some of the insurgent groups in the Northeast do enjoy the
support from theneighbouringcountrieshavebeenbeyondany
doubt, while there are also some instances of the civilsociety
taking initiative for dialogues and negotiated settlements within
the framework of the Constitution of India.

Yet another factor for insurgency seems to be a contest
between the elite of the two contesting political and social
domains. This position is also attributed to the perception that
while the state does not listen, violence forces it to take notice

and to negotiate. Another potent factor seems to be the

projection by the insurgents of a better tomorrow, which
contributes to the perceptionofthe ^better tomorrow forwhich
bloodshed today*. This endears the movement to a section of
thecivil society fromwhich apartofthesupportbase— financial
or manpower - is drawn. It is possibly a combination of the
ideological element and the civil society that grants to an
insurgent movement its potency and provokes the state to
negotiate with it. The recent trends in Northeast India have
shown that there is a change in this relationship between the
insuj^ent groups and the civil society, where the civil sodety
which does not cooperate with the insurgents or sympathize
with its ideology ate seen as representatives of the state that
these insurgents stand to oppose.
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Finally, it is also a fact that insurgency is apotent means but
rarely an end initselfwhich makes the phenomenon acomplex
one, and a relevant issue to deliberate. A pertinent point that
could be related is the question of Human Rights becoming a
cause and causality of insurgency itself. In this context the
Human R^hts question leads us into aviscous cycle ofjustifying
excesses in the form of violence and counter-violence between

thestate and'the counter-state. Theimportance of any exercise
inunderstanding the phenomenon of insurgency can hardly be
overemphasized. An analysis of the phenomenon, and the
organization,ideology and expressionoftheinsurgents, in other
words, therhetonc of insurgency, may help usidentify theroots
of the insurgency itself.

presentation
—H. Srikantb

•'Before one makes efforts to identify the toots of insurgency
' iin Northeast India, it is essential to be clear as to what one
Ishould mean by the term, 'insurgency'. Should this expression

1Ibe used to refer to all kinds of armed oppositions that are
i ivisible in the region or should one confine the term to only
I'those organized secessionist movements which are targeting
^the Indian State with the avowed purpose ofestablishing their
^bwn sovcr^ states? Further, it may be usefiil to spell out
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